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What is testing in production and
why should it be performed?
Based on the experience from a project without TiP, reasons
are given why the DTAP model is not suitable for testing
modern public online services in the cloud. Apart from TiP
being necessary, this paper also argues that TiP should be a
regular test level. By comparing a test and the production
environment, a view is given on how testing in production
should be perceived as normal. Additional to this, a definition of TiP is given and the paper ends with questions for
future research.

An end user has no clue about the number of steps between the app on his
handset, the API, and other back-end systems. For him or her, everything
behind the app is the cloud (forum). The end user will judge the quality
of the API by the quality of the app. Without an early integration between
the app and the API, all possible integration defects will become visible
when the API is in production. The test strategy for the API project was
“early integration test with complete infrastructure”. This strategy was
implemented by dogfooding during development, and by system and
integration testing. The API was developed using prototypes of the app.
Examples of the prototype apps are SoapUI, a web browser, a Windows
taskbar app, and a development app which all use the API (dogfooding).
During acceptance level, a first prototype of the external app was tested
within the internal network. The integration tests were completed with a

Introduction
Would you test differently if you could Test in Production (TiP)? Would you
follow a different strategy? In a project a public web service was created
without TiP. Based on the experiences gained from this project, reasons
are given why a test and acceptance environment from the DTAP model
(Development, Test, Acceptance, and Production environment) are no
longer sufficient (Aalst, 2006), (Pol, 2000). More generally, traditional test
environments are not suitable for testing modern public online applications, such as web services in the cloud (Grundy, 2012). Besides that, TiP is
a necessity and it is also argued that TiP should be a regular testing level.
Based on the comparison between test and production environments, a
view is given on how normal it should be to test in production. Additionally, a definition of TiP is proposed and the paper ends with questions for
future research.
The natural environment of the new public web service is illustrated using
a test project performed at a large Dutch mobile telecoms provider. This
service is an API and will be used in the future by external apps and on
social platforms such as Facebook (API). An application (app) is typically
a small, specialized program downloaded onto mobile devices. With the
publication of the API in the cloud, multiple platforms can be supported
without creating apps for them all. Using an app, and the web service
behind it, end users can access their call and internet credits, address data,
and invoices on their handsets in real time. The project needs to ensure

test of the process to download, install, and log into the app on a private
mobile production network.
The moment the app was live and the API was used, the first incidents
were reported. For example, a customer had a rate plan that contained
two bundle types: calling and text messages. But for each rate plan, only
one usage progress bar (only one bundle type) could be shown in the app.
A second example was that it was unclear to many end users how to log
into the app. Customers were using their existing login account instead of
a special access code. A third example was, if the customer had too many
wrong login attempts then his account would be temporarily blocked. Here
the API was using the standard HTTP error codes like ‘‘401 – Unauthorized”
(error codes), which is returned if a customer cannot log in. But the app
wanted to show a different error message for the cases where the user
was inputting a typo and when there were too many wrong attempts.
Unfortunately, this difference could not be determined from error code
401. Now the standard error code is extended with specific API error codes:
401 – Unauthorized + 1102 – Invalid username or token of 401 – 1103 – Account has been temporarily locked out.
The app and the API were being fully integrated for the first time in the
production environment. Just before going to production, the idea was
proposed to perform a number of tests in production because only then
would a representative test environment become available. People were
surprised by the idea and were against it because “testing in production is

the API is stable, has a high performance, is strictly secure, has a re-usable
infrastructure and is easily extendable to cope with new functionality.
All these requirements determine how the API will perform as a public
web service for external users. Users are not only apps but also external

simply not done” (TestNet, 2012), (Groot, 2012). Within the project and with
the mobile telecoms provider it was not possible to test in production. In
the end, all tests need to provide insight into the risks and find a way to
reduce them. By adding TiP as a test level, the behavior and the possible

developers. A few examples of the risks test management perceives are:
unknown integrations, unknown diversity in contract data, and how this
data will be presented. The API has no influence on the presentation to
the end user. It is possible to use the API wrongly, whether deliberately

risks of running in production for this service could be made visible.

or unintentionally. Can a tester be held responsible for defects between
the API and an external app?
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In the introduction a test and production environment are mentioned,
but what exactly are they and what are the differences?

Environments
A test environment is described as “an infrastructure that is needed
to perform a test” in (Pol, 2000) and (Aalst, 2006). A test environment
should be stable, controlled, and representative. There can be multiple
types of environments with different roles. TMap and TMap-Next define
a test environment as “a combination of hard and software, connections,
environment data, administration tools and processes wherein tests are
being executed” (Pol, 2000) and (Aalst, 2006).

For some it may be “not done” to test in production, but what is the value
of the test results if the traditional test environment is not representative?
Should TiP be a normal test level?

How normal is testing in production?
If software is compared to a “normal” product or service, then it is clear
that testing in production is not new. For normal products there are always
tests in production. The Dutch Organization for Applied Scientific Research

During the development cycles of an application, every environment
within the DTAP model is used by different consumers. White-box tests

performs production tests for the introduction of the 4G LTE technology
for fast mobile Internet in the Netherlands (TNO), (TNO-Huawei). The con-

are executed on the development environment, the first application tests
are performed on the test environment, and the acceptance tests are

sumers’ union also performs production tests on all kinds of products and
services (consumentenbond). When making a little side step into law and

executed on the “as-it-were-production” environment. Because the usage is distributed over these different environments, development can

liability, then there are more arguments to find why it is normal to test in
production. Software is more and more a daily good of the end customer

continue without interfering with an acceptance test (environment).
The maintenance organization has the responsibility to keep existing ap-

and they expect the software to be reliable. The moment an incident is
found, the supplier is responsible. Levy and Bell did research on product

plications up and running on the production environment (Aalst, 2006).
With each next level of the DTAP model, more systems are connected to

liability and what actions can be taken to minimize, transfer, or divide
the risks (Bell, 1990). With a legal action against a supplier there is the

each other and, thus, the environment becomes more comparable to
the production environment. As a result, the applications become more

possibility to make the rights and obligations between the supplier and
the customer clearer. The insight into possible risks and liability contrib-

robust and mature. The production environment is, thus, protected from
low quality and remains stable.

utes to “a positive relation between the supplier and his customers” (Bell,
1990). By creating jurisdiction about rights and obligations, expectations
are more realistic and there is a greater chance that possible problems in
the software are discovered, admitted, and corrected before any loss or
damage is done (Bell, 1990). The law is different on products and services.
The sale of products is subject to many damage and warranty laws (Bell,
1990). These laws do not apply to the sale of a service. The website of
ICTRecht (ICT and law) gives basic information for software developers
(ICTRecht). This information also includes how to handle liability cases. A
developer can be liable for incidents that occur in production (ICTRecht).
Software will become a “normal” product and customers expect that the
same laws on damage and warranty will become applicable. When looking at product quality, a product should work in production as specified.

When you look at the context of where the API and app need to operate,
as stated in the introduction, a test environment is representative if it is
not stable. Changes are continuously introduced, connections may drop,
users are all external, the devices are very diverse, and there are connections being used that did not exist when the API was developed. The API’s
natural environment is a publicly controlled domain. In Blokland, 2012
and in Whittaker, 2011 an overview is given of how dynamic, complex, and
diverse the environment of a modern public service is. If the goal is that
a test should be executed in a representative environment, then this can
only be done in production (Blokland, 2012).
A production environment is often compared to a test environment
(production-environment). Production is not just an environment but
the location where an application should perform “for real”. Comparing a
test and production environment to each another is like comparing a zoo
to nature (“The wild” as referred to in the animated movie Madagascar
(Madagascar)). They may have similarities but the differences are plentiful.
Also, the notion of “environment” sounds too much like a clear ordering of
the context where the application is going to be used. In production the
service is running “live” and the API and app are servicing the end user. The
test environment is a parallel world where changes and new projects are
being developed without any impact on the live service. The environment
where the service is running is critical for the overall quality. If the test
and production environment are more similar, the test results say more
about the quality and possible risks. Microsoft‘s Seth Eliot made a very
clear statement when he discussed the “Google Staged Approach” (Eliot,
2012, spring STP). This approach follows four test levels and three of them
are in production. The first level is the traditional “upfront tests” in a test
environment; the other three levels are user scenario execution, dogfooding, and beta testing in production. Google is going fast to production
because there is no added value in more upfront tests. Ten percent more
upfront tests does not result in a ten per cent improvement in software
quality (Whittaker, 2012), (Eliot, 2011-spring QASIG).

Continued product quality control does not stop the moment a product is
in production. Within the traditional V-model for software development,
each next phase is validated by a test level and so the quality is monitored
(Aalst, 2006). The last test level in the V-model is a production acceptance
test (PAT), which is generally done by the maintenance organization. In the
model there is no test level defined after the software is accepted. ISTQB
added a “Maintenance and operation” phase to perform maintenance
tests. Maintenance tests are also called “in-service inspection and testing”’ (maintenance-testing). These tests focus on regression defects and
are comparable to a yearly car checkup (General Periodic Inspection or,
in Dutch, ”APK”). If a car does not pass the check-up then it needs to be
repaired if it is to continue on the road. If you look back at the V-model,
these “in-service” tests should be a part of the model. When these tests
are added to the model it becomes a circle, since the expected and the
real behaviors are compared in production. If you look at the developers
at Google, you see that they have much more direct contact with the end
users than traditional developers, since Google follows a fundamentally
different development model (“Google Staged Approach”) for cloud services. Traditionally, the requirements of the end users are constantly
translated between the developer and the tester because there is no
direct contact between them. According to Whittaker, 2011 there will be
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much more testing in production in the future and the whole development model will change.
TiP is necessary to perform good tests for modern public online services

behavior. Within this new test level, all the test methodologies of Eliot
can and should be used like synthetic tests in production or controlled
test flight (Eliot, 2012).

such as an API. But what is TiP exactly, and what is its definition?

When combining all previous points then the total definition of TiP becomes:

Definition of testing in production

‘Testing in production is a combined group of test activities that uses the
diversity of the production environment and real end user data to test the

To have a better understanding of what Testing in Production is, a brief

behavior of the developed service in the live environment, so minimizing
the risks for the end users.’

idea is first given of what TiP is and what it is not. TiP is not a replacement
for any test level such as system or acceptance tests. This means that TiP
should not be done because there was no more time left or because it’s
cheaper. The goal of TiP is not to check whether an installation was correctly
performed on production. TiP is not a production acceptance test, because
these tests are done before the software goes to production and their goal
is also different. A PAT looks at whether the software is easy to maintain
rather than how it is used or behaving in production (Aalst, 2006).
TiP is described as testing of software which is installed and executed on
the hardware of the end user and is used for real. Wiki defines TiP as follows:

When TiP is introduced into an organization, the whole development
model changes. Before TiP is added then it is mainly BUFT or “big up-front
testing” that is executed. This means that all tests are done before the
software goes live (BUFT). But, with TiP, the developers have more direct
contact with the end users and the testers do not need to act like end users. The test environment becomes an internal production environment
where testing is done by dogfooding and bringing your own device. When
the software is stable, then testing is done in production via beta testing,
for example (Whittaker, 2012).

‘Production testing is when you are testing a real live system, either about
to go live or with live users. It is needed because having software working
on the developer’s computer is no guarantee that it will work in the client’s
installation.’ (TiP)
Seth Eliot defines TiP as follows:
‘Testing in production (TiP) is a set of software testing methodologies that
utilizes real users and production environments in a way that both leverages
the diversity of production, while mitigating risks to end users.’ (Eliot, 2012)
Important elements from these definitions are that tests are done by
or for end users on real live systems with the focus on its behavior in its
diverse environment.
With the implementation of TiP testing methodologies and techniques
that use the diversity of the production environment, the risks of end
users can be minimized. The diversity of the production environment
functions as a lever to find defects that can only be found there. When
going back to the central question, Why should we test in production?
We can see that there is not only something missing in the definitions
(for which types of application is TiP applicable) but they focus too much
on methodologies. Eliot is explaining that TiP is meant for (web) services
(Eliot, 2011) and defining TiP as a test type, while the reasoning in this
paper is that TiP is a test level. A test level is a group of test activities that
are combined, executed, and managed (Aalst, 2006). A test type is a group
of test activities that tests the software or a part of it on a combination
of quality attributes (Aalst, 2006).
Testing in production can be compared to system testing. A system test
is done by a supplier on a lab or test environment, with the goal that the
developed system complies with the functional and non-functional specifications, and with the technical design (Aalst, 2006). The difference is that
TiP is using the production environment and that behavior is inspected
with the possible edge cases that occur naturally there. These edge cases
are unthought-of and unpredictable. By using the production environment
with real users, this diversity is used for testing. With system testing the
focus is on expected behavior and with TiP the focus is on unexpected
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Further research
One of the first questions to answer is: if tests are executed in production,
how can this be done without influencing the continuity and stability for
the real end users? Other questions are: how can regression testing or
test harness be used for monitoring and what does it look like? (RiunguKalliosaari, 2012) When a test strategy is put forward for TiP, there should
be a discussion with the operations department because the monitoring
of all systems can be influenced by TiP. Operations is constantly monitoring
the production environment, but when testers are testing in production
they are also monitoring both with their own goal. Between test and
operations a new role can be created like “Testops” (Eliot, 2012). The moment TiP is executed, it must be clear which strategy can be used to cover
the risks. If there is a difference in responsibility between fixing defects
in the test environments and incidents in the production environment,
what will happen when you find a defect in production? Who is going to
fix it? Who is paying for this? And when should it be fixed? There should
be more research done on how TiP can be introduced into an organization and which techniques can be used to find different types of defect.
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